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Rear-drive thrills return
FIA releases details for new ‘Rallycross Cup’ class
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Hungarians hot
Back in March we suggested that the first 
appearance of the ERC in Hungary would 
make an interesting trip to those looking for  
something a little different.

Everything about the event was hot, from 
the weather which peaked with temperatures 
of 39ºc on Saturday, to the on-track action 
and the  top notch organisation at a venue 
which fits very well among those used in the 
championship.

The event was already pencilled-in for the 
2007 championship, and there is no doubt that 
it full deserves its slot.

It’s not difficult to find the marks of the old 
Communist regime in Hungary – the clues 
are there in the architecture, the Trabants and 
Wartburgs that are still numerous on the roads 
and in the mannerism of many in the generation 
that endured the post-war years.

The younger generation are, by stark 
contrast, European in their outlook. The team 
that worked to produce the successful Nyirad 
event didn’t know how to say ‘No’. Nothing 
was too much trouble and the reward for their 
combined effort was a great event.

         rallycrossworld@myriorama.com
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Briefi ng
The ‘Rallycross Cup’ 
– good in all but name
There’s a lot in this issue about the ‘Rallycross Cup’, the rather 
dull name for the very important new category being introduced 
by the FIA to the 2007 European Rallycross Championship. No 
apology for that, nor for the decision to reproduce the draft 
technical regulations in full. The new category is crucial to the 
future popularity of the ERC and, if the initial level of interest is 
anything to go by, a class that could spread rapidly throughout 
Europe and Scandinavia, resulting in perhaps the largest group of 
ERC–legal machinery since the old Group B clearance sale days.

The current Group N-based Division Two is dying. Entry levels 
have been better than some predicted so far this year, but only 
six drivers have started in all six events in the fi rst half of the 
championship. Group N has one fundamental problem – it is 
incredibly diffi cult to police. It has been used as the basis of four-
wheel drive, front-wheel drive 1400cc and the current front-
drive 2.0-litre formula in Rallycross, and technical issues have 
rarely been far from the surface.

Division One-A has, so far, escaped this kind of wrangling, 
largely because its technical regulations are based on the tried 
and tested Division One regs. These, in turn, work well as they 
are set of technical regulations designed and evolved specifi cally 
to govern Rallycross. Relative to what has gone before, Division 
One-A represented some radical thinking from the FIA’s Off 
Roads Commission. But there was also a lot of logic involved and 
the success of the class is undoubtedly due to the fact that it is 
underpinned by a strong set of technical regulations.

The ‘Rallycross Cup’, destined in time to become Division Two 
– although One-B is surely a more logical title if the FIA is going 
to insist on it’s non-descriptive nomenclature, also has its roots 
in Division One and this appears to be a key factor in its rapid 
acceptance among drivers interested in getting into the new class 
– the fundamental basics of the class are well established and 
understood by car builders throughout Europe and Scandinavia.

If the ‘Rallycross Cup’ succeeds it will be very good for the 
ERC, and for fans of close racing.
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FIA Off Roads Commission president, 
Andy Lasure,  has accepted that the 
wording of the draft regulations for the 
new Rallycross Cup class is not as clear 
as it could be.

The document issued by lasure 
recently descibes the cars eligible for the 
new class as: “Rallycross Cup: Touring 
cars. Homologated in Group A with rear-
wheel drive and a normally aspirated 

engine, conforming to Appendix 
J,”which, taken at face value, appears to 
indicate that only cars homologated with 
rear-wheel drive are eligible.

“I understand how that might be 
confusing,” said Lasure. “But it the 
meaning is that the base car must be 
homologated in Group A, and that to be 
used in the new division the cars must 
have rear-wheel drive and a naturally 

aspirated engine. The regulations also 
describe the changes to make the car 
rear-wheel drive. There is absolutely 
no change to the original intention that 
cars made with front-wheel drive can be 
converted for rear-wheel drive, that is 
an important point of the class and it has 
not changed.”

The draft regulations are examined in 
detail starting on page four.

Cup confusion cleared
FIA Off Roads boss says conversions are key to new class

Without the option to convert from front-
drive, the new class would have been a 
BMW monopoly



Oversteer over here. Even if you’re a front-
wheel drive fanatic, you cannot deny this 
kind of rear-drive action is top stuff

The FIA Off Roads Commission has published the draft text of 
the technical regulations for the ‘Rallycross Cup’ that will be 
intriduced to the European Rallycross Championship in 2007, 
and which is being lined up to replace the current Group N-
based Division Two from 2008.

As explained on page 3, the language used in the draft text 
has led to some confusion, but the ORC is aware of this and its 
President, Andy Lasure, has stated that there is no change from 
the original intention that the ‘Rallycross Cup’ will permit the 

creation of rear-wheel drive racecars from front-wheel drive 
production machinery.

The level of concern over what appeared to be contradictory 
wording in the draft regs is a good indication of the interest in 
the new regulations. Drivers from many different countries are 
interested in the new category, and it’s particularly interesting 
that drivers from countries where ERC participation is low 
– Britain, Ireland and Germany – among them have been among 
the fi rst to express interest.

This class is important for the ERC. Group N-based Division 
Two never fully caught-on on a pan-European scale. Division 
One is too expensive to ever become highly populated – but 
there’s no harm in the top class being a elitist. Division One-
A is growing strongly, but small front-drive cars are not to 
everyone’s liking. The new division appears to fi ll the gap nicely 
and we believe it will be as good for fans as it is for current 
ERC competitors and those aspiring to make the step up to 
International competition.

Rear-drive cars to return in 2007
FIA publishes draft regulations for class that will replace Group-N Division Two



Following is text of the draft regulations for the 
‘Rallycross Cup’ as published in July by the FIA 
Off Roads Commission.

This is the basic work. The complete defi nitive version 
will be approved at the October meeting of the FIA 
World Council.
Extract of the proposal:
Article 279
Technical Regulations for Rallycross Cars New Division 
from 2007.
ARTICLE 1: GENERALITIES
1.1 Defi nition
Cars must be rigidly-closed non-convertible models.
Rallycross Cup: Touring cars Homologated in Group A 
with rear-wheel drive and a normally aspirated engine, 
conforming to Appendix J.
Group A (Articles 251 to 255), the modifi cations listed 
in Articles 2 and 3 below are permitted.
1.4 Tyres and wheels
1.4.1) Complete wheels
The complete wheel (fl ange + rim + infl ated tyre) 
must always fi t inside a U-shaped gauge of which the 
extremities are 250 mm apart, the measurement 
to be made on an unloaded part of the tyre. The 
diameter of the rim is free but may not exceed 18”.
1.4.2) Tyres
Slick tyres are prohibited.
Grooved tyres are authorised on the basis of a design 
homologated by the FIA.
- For tyres with a grooving rate of less than 25 %, the 
FIA will publish in the monthly bulletin the tyre designs 
which may be used.
These tyres may be moulded or grooved by hand 
to achieve an identical reproduction of the grooving 
design.
- For tyres with a grooving rate of over 25 %, the 
design is free.
The grooving rate will be calculated in accordance with 
the following rule:
1. Defi nition of the control surface
Tread pattern with a width of 170 mm (85 mm each 
side of the tyre centre line) and a circumference of 
140 mm.
In this area, the surface taken up by grooves at least 

2 mm wide must occupy at least 17 % of the total 
surface.
The depth of the grooves must be at least 5.5 mm for 
moulded tyres when new (see drawing 279-5).
Width x length Surface 25 % rate:
7.5’’ 142x140 19880 4970
7” 133x140 18620 4655
6.5” 124x140 17360 4340
2. The sum of the width of the grooves encountered by 
a circumferential line in the area described above must 
be at least 4 mm.
3. The sum of the width of the grooves encountered by 
a radial line must be at least 16 mm.
4. The bridge blocks and sipes must be considered as 
part of the tread pattern if they are less than 2 mm.
5. Hand-cutting is authorised on the basis of a 
moulded tyre homologated by the FIA.
6. At any time during the race, the depth of the 
grooves must be at least 2 mm regardless of the type 
of tyres used and must cover minimum 75 % of the 
surface.
ARTICLE 2: MODIFICATIONS ALLOWED AND 
PRESCRIPTIONS
The following prescriptions apply to all cars in addition 
to the prescriptions of Appendix J.
2.11 Safety rollcage
Must be fi tted, as defi ned in Appendix J article 253.8.
ARTICLE 3 : PRESCRIPTIONS APPLICABLE TO AND 
MODIFICATIONS PERMITTED, IN ADDITION TO
THE PRESCRIPTIONS OF ARTICLE 2 ABOVE
3.1 Minimum weights
3.1.3) Rallycross Cup
The cylinder capacity is limited to 2000 cm³.
Cars will weigh at least the following weights in relation 
to their cubic capacity:
Up to 1000 cm³: 670 kg
Over 1000 cm³ and up to 1400 cm³: 760 kg
Over 1400 cm³ and up to 1600 cm³: 850 kg
Over 1600 cm³ and up to 2000 cm³ : 930 kg.
3.2 Bodywork - Chassis
3.2.1) Bodywork:
The original bodywork must be retained, except as 
concerns the wings and the aerodynamic devices 
allowed. Trim strips, mouldings, etc., may be removed. 
Windscreen wipers are free, but there must be at least 

A number of drivers see BMW as the easy 
choice for the Rallycross Cup, they were 
last successful in the Grp A days
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one in working order.
3.2.2) Bodyshell-Chassis:
The series-production bodyshell and chassis must be retained but the 
original basic structure may be reinforced in accordance with article 
255.5.7.1.
The bodywork may be modified in accordance with drawing 279-1. All 
the measurements will be taken in relation to the middle of the front and 
rear axles of the homologated bodywork. The materials added must be 
ferrous and must be welded to the bodywork. In order to put the catalytic 
converter, it is allowed to make a hollowing out in the central tunnel as 
described in drawing 279-2.
3.2.3) Doors, side trim, bonnets and boot lids:
Except for the driver’s door, the material is free, provided that the original 
outside shape is retained. Door hinges and outside door handles are free. 
The original locks may be replaced but the new ones must be efficient. 
The original driver’s door must be retained, trim may be removed. The 
rear doors may be sealed shut by welding. The locking devices on the 
bonnet and boot lid, as well as the hinges, are free, but each lid must 
be fixed at four points, and opening from the outside must be possible. 
The original closing systems must be removed. Openings may be made 
in the bonnet for ventilation, provided that they do not allow mechanical 
components to be seen. In all circumstances, the bonnets and boot 
lids must be interchangeable with the original homologated ones. It is 
permitted to remove the window opening mechanisms from all four doors 
or replace electric winders with manual winders.
3.2.4) Cockpit ventilation openings:
The heating system may be removed.
3.2.5) Underbody protection:
The use of underbody protection is authorised in accordance with article 
255.5.7.2.10, but any extension of this protection ahead of the front 
wheels is forbidden, unless it is situated strictly below one of the parts 
described in article 255.5.7.2.10.
3.3 Aerodynamic devices
3.3.1) Front aerodynamic device: Prohibited.
3.3.2) Rear aerodynamic device: Prohibited.
3.4 Mudguards
The definition of “mudguard” is that given in Article 251.2.5.7. of 
Appendix J. The material and shape of the mudguards are free, but the 
shape of the wheel arches must be retained. This does not imply that 
their original dimensions must be retained. Any additional mudflaps must 
have a minimum thickness of 0.5 mm and a maximum thickness of 2 
mm. In all cases, the maximum extension authorised at the level of the 
front and rear wheel axis is 140 mm in relation to the dimensions given 
on the homologation form of the homologated car. The mudguards shall 
project out over the wheels and provide efficient coverage over at least 

one third of their circumference and at least the entire width of the tyre. 
Openings for cooling may be made in the mudguards. However, should 
they be made behind the rear wheels, louvers must make it impossible 
to see the tyre from the rear along a horizontal plane. It is permitted to 
install mechanical components within the mudguards, but their installation 
shall under no circumstances be used as a pretext for reinforcing the 
mudguards.
3.6 Engine
The cylinder capacity is limited to 2000 cm³ for Rallycross Cup.
The engine is free, but the engine block must be from a model of car of 
the same original registered trademark as the car’s original bodywork. The 
engine must be located in the original engine compartment. The engine 
can be turned 90° to transform from front to rear wheel traction.
Twin-engine configurations are not permitted unless homologated in that 
form. Variable valve timing is not permitted. Variable length inlet trumpets 
are forbidden. Titanium is not permitted except in connecting rods, valves, 
valve retainers and heat shields. The use of magnesium is not permitted 
in moving parts. The use of any ceramic component is forbidden. Internal 
and/or external spraying or injection of water or any substance whatsoever 
is forbidden (other than fuel for the normal purpose of combustion in 
the engine). The use of carbon or composite materials is restricted to 
clutches and non-stressed covers or ducts. Only a direct mechanical 
linkage between the throttle pedal and the engine load control device is 
permitted. The tunnels used for the passage of the exhaust must remain 
open to the outside along at least two thirds of their length.
3.8 Interior
The trimmings situated below the dashboard and which are not a part 
of it may be removed. It is permitted to remove the part of the centre 
console which contains neither the heating nor the instruments (according 
to drawing 255-7). The dashboard must have no protruding angles. The 
complete seat must be located entirely on one side or the other of the 
vertical plane of the longitudinal centre line of the car. The bulkheads 
separating the cockpit from the engine compartment and the boot must 
retain their original place and shape. Their material must be the same as 
or stronger than the original material. Installing components up against or 
passing through one of these bulkheads is, however, permitted, provided 
that they do not protrude into the cockpit by more than 20 cm (as 
measured horizontally from the original bulkhead). This possibility does not 
apply to the engine block, sump, crankshaft or cylinder head. In addition, 
the floor may be modified to house the four-wheel drive in accordance 
with article 3.2.2.
3.9 Fuel, oil and cooling water tanks
Shall be isolated from the driver’s compartment by means of bulkheads 
so that in the case of spillage, leakage or failure of a tank, no liquid will 
pass into the driver’s compartment. The same applies to the fuel tanks 

vis-à-vis the engine compartment and exhaust system. The fuel tank filler 
cap shall not protrude beyond the bodywork and shall be leakproof. The 
storing of fuel on board the car at a temperature of more than 10 degrees 
centigrade below the ambient temperature is forbidden.
3.10 Suspension
Cars must be fitted with a sprung suspension. The operating method and 
the design of the suspension system are free.
Rear axle: Modifications to the shell (or chassis), to accommodate the 
changed position of pivot and mounting points, are limited to those in 
drawing 279-1. The springing medium must not consist solely of bolts 
located through flexible bushes or mountings but may be of fluid type. 
There must be movement of the wheels to give suspension travel in 
excess of any flexibility in the attachments. The use of active suspension 
is forbidden. Chromium plating of steel suspension members is forbidden. 
All suspension members must be made from a homogeneous metallic 
material.
Hydropneumatic suspension systems are permitted, on condition that they 
do not have active control.
3.11 Transmission
Any sensor, contact switch or electric wire on the wheels, gearbox or 
differentials is forbidden.
Free, but traction control is prohibited, conversion from front to rear wheel 
drive is obligatory. Rear limited slip differentials must be mechanical. 
“Mechanical limited slip differential” means any system which works 
purely mechanically, i.e. without the help of a hydraulic or electric system. 
A viscous clutch is not considered to be a mechanical system. A viscous 
clutch is authorised if homologated.
3.12 Water radiator
This article completes the article 2.9. Its location is free, provided that 
it does not encroach upon the driver’s compartment. The air intake and 
outlet of the radiator through the bodywork may have, as a maximum, the 
same surface as the radiator. Air ducts may pass through the cockpit. The 
floor must not be modified for the passage of air ducts.
3.14 Mechanical components
No mechanical component may protrude beyond the car’s original 
bodywork, except inside the wings.
3.16 Type of gearbox
Semi-automatic or automatic gearboxes with electronic, pneumatic or 
hydraulic control are forbidden.
Differentials with electronic, pneumatic or hydraulic slip control which are 
adjustable by the driver while the car is in motion are forbidden.
3.17 Magnesium sheet
The use of magnesium sheet less than 3 mm thick is forbidden.
3.18 Telemetry
The use of telemetry is forbidden.
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Martins Kalnins, a highly 
respected member of the 
FIA Off Roads Commission, 
died suddenly on July 23.

The Latvian, who was 
45-years-old, was on holiday 
with his wife when he died. 
“I’m shocked. I spoke to him 
yesterday and he joking and 
laughing like normal,” said 
ORC President Andy Lasure. 
“Martins was a good man, a 
go-ahead type who everyone 
liked and a very good 
supporter of Rallycross.”

Kalnins was a familiar face 
at ERC rounds where he 

frequently served as an event 
steward. He was a leading 
light in the Latvian ASN 
and keen supporter of the 
development of Rallycross 
in Latvia. We extend our 
sympathies to his family and 
friends.
■ We’re also sad to record 
the death, on July 28 of 
Alan Bellerby, father of 
SuperModified racer Dave. 
Always present in the 
paddock, Bellerby senior 
was a lively and engaging 
character and the keenest 
supporter of his son’s racing.

Martins KalninsLarsson out?

Swedish Rallycross champion Lars Larsson is currently enjoying 
what must rank as his best ERC campaign to date, but is the 
subject of strong rumours that say he will retire at the year end.

The winner of the French event, and second in Portugal 
and Poland, Larsson and his Skoda is one of the strongest 
combinations in the ERC. However, persistent rumours insist 
that the Swede is ‘tired’ of the travelling involved in the ERC and 
that he will put his team up for sale at the end of the season.

“I don’t know yet, I’ve not decided,” was all that Larsson 
would say when questioned about the rumours, a comment 
which is some way short of denying that he’ll quit.

www.76racing.co.uk
www.awsracewear.com
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Andrew Jordan became 
the youngest ever winner 
of a British championship 
Rallycross event when he won 
the fifth round of the 2006 
series at Knockhill on July 30.

Jordan passed championship 
leader Christopher Evans at 
the end of the penultimate lap 
of the Superfinal to take his 
maiden BRC win.

Having started his first 
year in a Supercar with the 
aim of achieving a podium 

finish before the end of the 
season, Jordan was forced 
to reassess his targets after 
finishing third in round two of 
the championship at Pembrey 
in May. Fifth in the rain at 
Anglesey, Jordan non-scored 
after crashing out of round 
four, but bounced straight 
back to be Evans’ closest rival 
in round five at the challenging 
Knockhill track.

“Evans was fastest, but 
early on Andrew equalled his 

best lap time. Once we knew 
he and the car were quick 
enough, we just encouraged 
him to string the laps together 
and not give up,” said Will 
Gollop, whose G-Tech Focus 
Jordan drives.

Already the youngest driver 
(at 16) to race a Supercar, 
Jordan took his first BRC win 
at 17-years-old. Previous 
youngest BRC winners, Mark 
Rennison and Michael Shield 
both won at 23-years-old. 

Jordan’s progress
Youngest BRC winner ahead of target

Youngest ever British championship event 
winner Jordan discusses his BRC winning 
drive at Knockhill with team boss Will Gollop

www.gprdirect.com
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2007 FIA European Rallycross Championship
May 6 Portugal TBA
May 13 France Alençon
June 3 Hungary Nyirad
June 10 Austria Greinbach
July 1 Sweden Höljes
August 12 Belgium Maasmechelen
August 19 Holland Valkenswaard
September 2 Norway Momarken
September 9 Poland Slomczyn
September 23 Czech Republic Sosnova
September 30 Germany Buxtehude

ERC stays at 11 for ’07

■ PER EKLUND HAD  a close view of the first heat clash 
between Kenneth Hansen, Tommy Rustad and Morten 
Bermingrud at the Hungarian ERC: “Kenneth was right in front 
of me and half on top of Tommy, I thought ‘what should I do 
now, I know, I’ll take his rear wheel,’” said Eklund. “The next lap 
the road was full of red plastic, that made me smile!”

■ TONY BARDY IS NOT  best known for dishing out 
compliments so his comments after the Superfinal at Knockhill’s 

BRC event were worth noting: “Christopher got beaten and he 
deserved it. I’m glad Jordan won, it proves all those who said he 
was too young to drive a Supercar wrong.”

■ CURRENTLY ON THE LOOKOUT  for a Division One-A ride, 
Guttorm Lindefjell took a shot at compatriot Harald Sachweh’s 
performance in the Hungarian ERC round: “Tell Harald I have a 
fishing rod that he can use,” the Norwegian joked.

■ BRC NEWBOY OLLIE  O’Donovan commutes by helicopter, 
but the Knockhill to London trip home required a fuel stop when 
the airfields en route would be closed. A collection of borrowed 
Jerry cans were loaded aboard for a makeshift refuelling halt!

The provisional calendar 
for the 2007 European 
Rallycross Championship has 
been published and details a 
revised order of events for the 
championship.

With the proposed Latvian 
event now not to be observed 
for inclusion (page 11) the 
championship will remain at 
11 rounds in 2007, those races  
packed into a 21-week season.

The order of the races has 
been shuffled in an attempt to 
reduce travelling and also to 
reinstate the summer break, 

broken this year by the running 
of the new Hungarian event 
(above) in late July. That event 
will now move to June where 
it is paired with the Austrian 
round which remains at 
Greinbach; a limited number of 
race days at Melk complicating 
the ideal of alternating the two 
venues. Poland is now paired 
with Norway and the Czech 
event with the series finale in 
Germany while Höljes, widely 
regarded as the best event, 
becomes a standalone fixture 
in its traditional July slot.

www.kentcams.com


Rustam Minnikhanov has struck a deal with German 
champion Rolf Volland to drive his Skoda Fabia in ERC 
events.

Minnikhanov, the prime minister of Tatarstan, switched 
from his own Fiesta ST to Voland’s car for the fi rst time in 
Hungarian ERC round at Nyirad in July. Volland was cool 
to the idea of letting anyone else race his car: “I told him 
no several times but he just kept talking as if I had said 
yes and in the end I had to give in and let him drive it,” 

said Volland. “They are very good customers of mine and 
I’ve been dealing with them for ten years or so already, it 
would have been diffi cult to refuse him. I’m very nervous 
about, specially as the car was built for me and I am much 
taller than Minnikhanov, it’s not that easy to change the 
car and make him comfortable.”

In the event Minnikhanov was classifi ed 18th, one place 
behind compatriot Ayrat Shaymiev who made his ERC 
debut in Minnikhanov’s Fiesta.

Shaymiev is the 2005 European Autocross Champion 
in the ‘Touring Car’ category (the equivalent of Division 
One) where he drives a Toyota Corolla WRC.

Driving well in his fi rst event – on a track that the 
ERC regulars rated as one of the most demanding in 
the championship schedule – Shaymiev ended the event 
equal on points with Minnikhanov, but ahead on the tie 
break and just one place short of the fi nals. The pair are 
scheduled to continue in the Benelux events this month.

Minnikhanov’s cabinet reshuffl e
Rustam Minnikhanov has switched to Rolf 
Voland’s Skoda Fabia. Inset: Voland discusses 
his car with Minnikhanov in Hungary
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Sparco 3 layer race suits £235.00
Stilo WRC 03 helmet £329.54
Sparco Pro Jet from £161.00
Roll cages (FIA approved) with
door bars in stock from £287.48
Sparco FIA seats from £98.95
Sabelt FIA 4 point harness £98.31
Perspex window kits (4mm)
from £110.00
Extinguishers from £42.37
FIA Battery master switches 
from £19.35
Engine pre-heater systems 
from £284.80
Varley batteries from £69.78
Rallypro pro wetsuit £169.95
Quick disconnect fittings by 
Jiffy-tite from £10.14
Brake lights from £2.90

Clutches, brakes, bearings, 
suspension, fuel tanks, gauges, 
air filters, tools, steering wheels, 
alloy wheels, alignment,
scales….whatever you need 
just call.
DELIVERY
UK up to 25kgs next day £8.25
Sweden* up to 30kgs £18.28
Norway* up to 30kgs £29.35
*Door to door service
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Latvian bid halted
NEZ event shuns ERC observation

Last month we commented on the Latvian bid 
to become the 12th event in the European 
Rallycross Championship, the North European 
Zone event in Latvia on August 6 at that stage 
scheduled to be observed as a candidate event 
for the 2007 ERC.

The event at Bauska will still take place and 
is the second round of the NEZ, but will not 
be observed for inclusion in the 2007 ERC, 
for which a provisional 11-event calendar has 
recently been published. Juris Bogdanovics, 
President of the NEZ Off Roads Commission, 

said: “It was planned as candidate race for the 
ERC, but was not officially confirmed. Maybe 
next year…”

FIA ORC President Andy Lasure was due 
to carry out the observation and thought 
the change in status of the event was due 
to financial pressure: “They hoped to get 
government money to organise an ERC race, 
but I don’t think they were successful,” he said.

The European Autocross Championship 
already has an event at Bauska (pictured) and the 
Latvians appear set on pursuing an ERC event.

www.demon-tweeks.co.uk
www.demon-tweeks.co.uk
http://www.demon-tweeks.co.uk/products/ProductList.asp?cls=MSPORT&grp=MP017&pgrp=M003&tlgrp=M003
www.erc24.com


Competition Cars, Engines & 
Transmissions

Vast Experience in
Ford RS200 – Cosworth YB – Metro 6R4 – Jaguar ‘E Type’

F1 Megatron – Subaru – Mitsubishi Engines
COSWORTH ENGINES
Built to all specifications
from Road to Rallycross

producing up to 
740bhp and 540lb/ft torque

We offer a Complete Service for Competition & Performance Cars
Transmission – Turbocharger Building & Modifications • Supply & 

Installation of Pectel & Gems Management Systems
RS200 & Ford  Motorsport Parts Supplied • Welding & Fabrication 

of Components & all Types of Tig Welding
Bodyshell & Car Preparations for all Types of Racing 

Full Machine Shop Facilities
Latest fully instrumented SuperFlow 902 Engine Dynamometer

Tel. 0044 1435 865999 • Fax 0044 1435 865947

www.racetuners.com • e-mail Frances@racetuners.com
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‘Laszi’ come home
Hungarian legend back in the ERC
Laszlo Maruzsi says that he may consider 
buying a Rallycross car after he drove in the first 
ever Hungarian ERC round using a rally-spec 
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo.

It is 20 years since Maruzsi first travelled 
out of Hungary to contest ERC events with a 
Renault R5 Turbo. Among the first of the drivers 
from the Communist countries to venture out 
to European events, Maruzsi competed in a 
range of cars until the early 1990s, when he 
quit regular competition to concentrate on his 
business interests.

“I have driven in a few rallies each year 
since 2001, but nothing serious,” said Maruzsi. 
“I wanted to do this event because it’s very 
special for me to have an ERC event in Hungary 
at last. My car is just  a rally car so it’s not 

competitive, but I wanted to drive in this race. I 
enjoy Rallycross and I might buy a car again, but 
not for a full championship, perhaps four or five 
races,” he said.

The Hungarian ERC round at Nyirad was 
well received by competitors as well as 
championship officials. 
■ The track is situated in a disused quarry 
and has an elevation change of 25 metres in 
its lap. Facilities at the venue are mostly new 
and the equal of anything to be found at other 
ERC tracks. The event was well organised and 
always ran on or ahead of time. The Hungarian 
event can easily be regarded as among the 
three or four best in the championship, and 
next year’s June date could perhaps be even 
better as temperatures should be cooler.

www.racetuners.com
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Youngest Budd progresses

Charlie Budd, the 14-year-old son of Ralph and younger brother 
of Danny – successful Minicross racers both, is enjoying his fi rst 
season of Junior Rallycross. After making his debut in May’s 
Lydden RSS event, Budd Jnr has raced in the BRC events at 
Blyton and Knockhill with his car which based on the machine 
previously used by Alex Kerr.

■ THE AUSTRIAN MASTERS RSS event scheduled for July 
30 was cancelled through a lack of entries. Contradictory 
statements appeared on the websites of the RSS and the PS 
Racing Centre in Austria where the event was due to take place, 
each party blaming the other for the cancellation. The RSS has 
also cancelled its September event at Arvika in Sweden because 
of problems with the television rights.

■ RONNY LARSSON IS pressing ahead with plans to curtail 
his own driving in 2007, but now plans to reshell his Peugeot 
307 Division One-A car into a new 207 before handing it over 
to son Johan next year. If Division One-A is adopted as a class 
in the Swedish championship, Larsson senior may use the car in 
domestic events while his son drives it in the ERC.

■ THE NEW LONDON IRISH Motor Club enjoyed a successful 
launch on July 15 with numerous race, rally and Rallycross 
drivers turning out to take part in the offi cial launch event at 
Beaconsfi eld. Martin Schanche combined a visit to the event with 
a business trip to Britain and was joined in the Rallycross forum 
at the event by Mark Rennison, Steve Hill and Dermot Carnegie. 
British champion Pat Doran was unable to be present, but his 
Fiesta was one of several Rallycross cars on display.

■ BOB GOODING WAS the only Rallycross driver to take part 
in the annual Rallyday event at Castle Combe on July 22.

■ THE FFSA IS CURRENTLY considering a request from some 
drivers in the French Rallycross Championship to bring Division 
One engine regulations in-line with the ERC. Currently the FRC 
rules require a 40mm turbo restrictor and drivers argue that 
adopting the FIA-spec 45mm item [also use in every other national 
series] would make it easier both for French drivers to drive 
outside France and for non-French drivers to race in the FRC.

■ “KNAPICK” MADE A ONE-OFF ERC appearance in the 
Hungarian ERC round. French champion Olivier Anne will drive 
in the Belgian and Dutch events as part of the build up to a 
projected ’07 ERC campaign with his Citroën C4.

Michaela Kalna, the 20-year-old daughter of ERC Division 
One-A star Jaroslav Kalny, made her debut in the European 
championship during the Hungarian event at Nyirad in July. 

With four years of national championship racing already 
under her belt, Kalna is no rookie and acquitted herself well in 

Hungary where she was classifi ed 12th driving the Peugeot 206 
previously used by Eduard Leganov. Kalna hoped to be able to 
race the car again in Poland and Germany, although her plans 
may be frustrated as Guttorm Lindefjell is chasing a deal to rent 
the car for the same events.

Kalna tries out ERC

Stock Hatch rookie Paul Barnes is enjoying a strong fi rst year of Rallycross 
with the ex Jordan/Bardy Peugeot 205. The former circuit racer had his 
best fi nish to date with sixth place in round two.
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